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About This Game

Indie rhythm game Musynx is now available on Steam

Worldwide Composers Unite
M2U, Paul Bazooka, Lunatic Sounds, MEMME and more!

Unique Visual Themes
Various themes are available for each music genre for a unique sensory experience!

Classic Game Play
Going back to the roots with classic game play systems and mechanics!

Real "KEY" Sound System
Enhance your playing experience with real Key Sounds!

Vocaloid China Official Licensing
VC idol Stardust is officially licensed, with famous VC music included!

Constant Music Updates
Exciting updates are regularly added. Stay tuned with MUSYNX!
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add leaderboard. This sastify my DDR / ITG needs. Online leaderboard or even online mode against people would be nice, but
for what it is right now on steam is a o3ob for me.
I haven't own the dlc just yet but might consider it.. Awesome rhythm game, worth as heck, Osu fans can go and die, they have
no idea of what a rhythm game is without illegal songs.

although were's the console updates?. Really good and underrated game. Amazing art, music, and UI.. base game comes in at a
good price. if you're migrating from the console version, be aware that a lot of the songs you might be used to playing are locked
behind the Forever Friends DLC, which places the full price of this game much closer to those versions.

Kind of a weird monetization model. There's enough content in the base title to say it's not a demo, but if you don't hide the
DLC content in the interface, you'll realize that half (or maybe more) of the songs are locked until you go all-in. still a great
game. works well with a keyboard out of the box, can also be configured to match other titles like DJMAX: Respect, and all of
the charts are possible to play on a controller too. If you're coming over from beatmania or DJMAX, you might find this game
too easy, but for a beginner or someone that's just looking to have a bit more of a chill experience, this is a good starting point.
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Initial impressions from a moderately experience rhythm boy.

 The Good 
Song selection seems decent, even without the DLC.
Keysounds! Pleasant keysounds!
Easily remappable keys.
You can adjust your hit position as well as judgement, though it might not even be necessary (see The Bad.)

 The Bad (?) 
Timing is very lenient, it's not hard to get exact timing (or pgreats or whatever you wanna call them), I found it even looser than
something like osu mania. This could be nice for people new to VSRGs, but if you like a bit of challenge with your timing it
could be a little annoying.

 There's lots of distracting graphics on the side of the playfield that don't really seem to serve any purpose aside from being just
that, distracting.

As for as I can tell, the highest availble difficulty at the moment is Lv 10, which isn't all that hard, I'd say it's comparable to
around 3.5*~ osu mania maps or about 12~ StepMania charts.

There's no leaderboards or rankings,

That said, for the cheap price, it's a plenty playable game and probably more enjoyable than osu mania because keysounds and
charts that actually rhythmically make sense. Might update this after I play some more, and if I buy the Forever Friends DLC..
base game comes in at a good price. if you're migrating from the console version, be aware that a lot of the songs you might be
used to playing are locked behind the Forever Friends DLC, which places the full price of this game much closer to those
versions.

Kind of a weird monetization model. There's enough content in the base title to say it's not a demo, but if you don't hide the
DLC content in the interface, you'll realize that half (or maybe more) of the songs are locked until you go all-in. still a great
game. works well with a keyboard out of the box, can also be configured to match other titles like DJMAX: Respect, and all of
the charts are possible to play on a controller too. If you're coming over from beatmania or DJMAX, you might find this game
too easy, but for a beginner or someone that's just looking to have a bit more of a chill experience, this is a good starting point..
it will be good if the dev let us make our custom theme. The default classic theme is hurting my eyes tbh, and buying new theme
for some bucks is not an option for me. I'm not really recommend this game (just play *su! instead of this). But, getting this
game while on sale is a good option if you wanna try this game.. Nice gameplay! If you like guitar hero or osu mania, then
you're gonna like this one as well. I love the animations and all the details I saw in this game, it's true, most of the songs are in
Chinese, but who gives a ♥♥♥♥ about it?! :D
If you have never played this kind of game, I suggest you to try it out.. i wish its much more harder, faster loading time and
favorite category
other than that, the games ok state. Been playing the game for a bit and got to say, it is a really good rhythm game, coming from
osu!, Stepmania, K-Shoot Mania and other rhythm games like Pump It Up as well. The special effects in my opinion are
absolutely amazing, and the songs are really good as well. Just hoping the devs would decrease the price of Friends Forever pack
because it is a bit expensive for me.
Overall, great rhythm game and would love to see more future content!. A nicer looking alternative to DJ Max and Stepmania.
You can literally button mash and never drop your combo. Went from feeling like it required skill in the vein of other rhythm
games, to feeling like I could just cheat my way to the end. Hopefully they'll fix that at some point. For now, refunding.
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